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SOME EXAMPLES IN SHAPE THEORY
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CONNECTED ABELIAN TOPOLOGICAL GROUPS
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ABSTRACT.   In previous papers the author has studied the shape of

compact connected abelian topological groups.  This study has led to a num-

ber of theorems and examples in shape theory.  In this paper a theorem is

proved concerning the Cech homology of compact connected abelian topolog-

ical groups.  This theorem together with the author's previous results are then

used to study the movability of general compact Hausdorff spaces.   In the the-

ory of shape for compact metric spaces, a number of significant theorems have

been proved for movable compact metric spaces.   Among these are a theorem

of Hurewicz type due to K. Kuperberg, a Whitehead type theorem due to

Moszynska, and a theorem concerning the exactness of the Cech homology se-

quence for movable compact metric pairs due to Overton.   In this paper exam-

ples are constructed which show that these theorems do not generalize to arbi-

trary movable compact Hausdorff spaces without additional assumptions.

Introduction. Let C denote the category of compact Hausdorff spaces and

continuous maps and let H : C —► HC be the homotopy functor. Let S : C —* SC

denote the shape functor to the shape category SC.  This notation is basicaUy

that of W. Holsztyriski [7] and that of S. MardeSid [21]. We will also be study-

ing the shape of pointed compact Hausdorff spaces and compact Hausdorff pairs.

In these cases we wiU let C denote the category of pointed compact Hausdorff

spaces (respectively, compact Hausdorff pairs), F the respective homotopy func-

tor, and S : C —> SCthe respective shape functor to the respective shape cate-

gory. We wiU let context make clear which category and which shape theory

is under consideration. We should caution the reader, however, that whether a

space has a certain shape property or not may depend on the category under con-

sideration. A continuum X may be movable, but this does not allow us to say

that for some choice of x G X, the pointed continuum iX, x) is movable. Of

course, if (A, x) is movable, then so is X.
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We will only be concerned about shape theory» for compact Hausdorff

spaces and so wiU not need the more general theory for arbitrary topological

spaces by MardeSid in [21]. One of the most useful properties of the shape func-

tor for compact Hausdorff spaces is that it is continuous ([7] and [21]). This

property was used by Holsztyriski to give an axiomatic characterization of the

shape functor [7]. This property was used by the author in his study of the

shape of compact connected abelian topological groups ([8], [9], [10], and

[11]).   In [12] the continuity of S : C —► SC was used to show that S

preserves direct products. In [12] an example was given which shows that the

more general shape functor defined on aU topological spaces introduced by Mar-

deSic [21] does not preserve direct products. The continuity of the shape func-
V V

tor and the continuity of Cech homology and Cech cohomology for the category

of compact Hausdorff spaces wiU be used a number of places in this paper.

The shape invariant notion of movabüity was introduced by K. Borsuk in

[2]. Borsuk introduced the notion for the class of compact metric spaces.

Using the ANR-systems approach to shape theory MardeSic" and Segal [24] gen-

eralized the notion of movabiUty to the category of compact Hausdorff spaces

and by analogy to the category of pointed compact Hausdorff spaces and com-

pact Hausdorff pairs. Other generalizations of movabiUty to a larger class of

spaces than the compact metric spaces were introduced by M. Moszynska [26]

and Kozlowski and Segal [17]. The different notions of movabiUty agree on the

class of compact metric spaces (see [17] and [32]). However, these notions of

movabiUty do not agree in the category of compact Hausdorff spaces.

The notion of movabiUty has played an important role in the development

of shape theory. The class of movable spaces is significantly larger than the

class of ANR's and yet a number of theorems concerning ANR's generaUze in

shape theory to the class of movable spaces. Among these is a shape version of

the Whitehead theorem ([27] and [13]), a theorem of Hurewicz type [19], and

a theorem concerning the exactness of Cech homology for movable compact

metric pairs [28]. These theorems wiU be stated precisely in §1 of the paper.

In each of these theorems, the spaces involved were not only assumed to be com-

pact, but were also assumed to be metric. In this paper we use the author's re-

sults in his study of the shape of compact connected abelian topological groups

([8]. [9], [10], and [11]) to show that the assumption of metrizabiUty in each

of these cases cannot be eUminated without additional assumptions. We also

give some compact metric examples which help to Ulustrate and show the limits

of these theorems in the compact metric case as weU. The main examples de-

scribed in §§3, 4, and 5 were announced with a brief description in [14].

The reader is assumed to have a basic knowledge of shape theory, particu-

larly of the approach described by MardeSic" in [21] and the ANR-systems
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approach due to MardeSic and Segal [25]. The reader should also be familiar

with the basic elements of the theory of compact topological groups. In particu-

lar he should be famiUar with Pontryagin duaUty theory for locaUy compact abel-

ian topological groups. Pontryagin [30] is a good reference. Use also wiU be

made in this paper of the theory of abeüan groups. The volumes by Fuchs wiU

contain aU the material we need in this area ([4] and [5]).

If (A, x) is a pointed compactum, we let *kiX, x) denote the fc-dimensional

shape group of (X, x). We let itk{iX, x)} denote the fc-dimensional homotopy

pro-group of (X, x). This notation is the same as in [13] and [3]. Both itkiX, x)

and 7rfc{(Ar, x)} are shape invariants of (A, x) where one uses pointed shape the-

ory. In §4 we point out that for v ^ x, vkiX, x) and ^(A; y) and ^{(A", x)}

and itkHX, y)} may not be isomorphic, respectively, even for X a metric contin-

uum.

We let Fk(A) and FK(A) denote the ^-dimensional Cech homology and co-

homology groups of X with integer coefficients. These are shape invariants of X

whether X is a compact Hausdorff space, a pointed compact Hausdorff space, or

a compact Hausdorff pair.

1. Movability. In [2] Borsuk introduced the notion of movabiUty for com-

pact metric spaces. In [25] MardeSic and Segal translated this concept into the lan-

guage of ANR-systems and generalized the concept to arbitrary compact Haus-

dorff spaces. We now give the definition of movabiUty due to Mardeaó and Segal.

1.1.   Definition.   Let X he a compact Hausdorff space and X= {Xa;

itaß ; a < ß E A} be an associated ANR-system for X.  Then X is said to be mov-

able provided that for a G A, there is a ß > a, such that for every y E A with

y > ß, there is a map r^7 : Xß —► Xy such that

HiTtayo^) = Hiitaß)

where F is the homotopy functor. If X has a movable ANR-system associated

with it, then X is said to be movable.  In [24] Mardeäc" and Segal show that the

definition of movabiUty of a compactum A* is independent of the ANR-system

associated with it and is a shape invariant of X.  This definition and result is also

valid for pointed compact Hausdorff spaces and for compact Hausdorff pairs.

All ANR's are movable as are aU plane compacta and aU 0-dimensional

compacta. If one takes an arbitrary coUection of movable compacta, then the

product space is also movable. There are nonmovable peano continua (see [10]

for one construction). However, every one-dimensional peano continuum is mov-

able [29].

A compact connected abeUan topological group is movable if and only if it

is locaUy connected [8]. Moreover, this is not true for compact connected topo-

logical groups which are not abeUan. They may be locaUy connected and not movable
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We now State several important theorems concerning movable spaces. The

first is a shape version of the Whitehead theorem due to Moszyiiska [27].

1.2. Theorem. Let (X, x) and (Y, y) be finite-dimensional movable pointed

continua and let F: (X, x) —*■ (Y, y) be a shape morphism such that F* : nk(X, x)

—*■ Î k(y» y) is an isomorphism for 1<A:<«0 + 1= max{l + dim X, dim Y} + 1

and an epimorphism fork = n0 + l. Then F is a shape equivalence.

There is a gap in the proof of this theorem in [27] based on an error in [26].

However, this gap has been fiUed in [13] by the author. An example due to Draper

and Keesling in [3] has shown that the hypothesis of finite-dimensionaUty cannot

be eliminated in Theorem 1.2. In [18] Kozlowski and Segal show that a pointed

metric continuum (X, x) which is movable and which has TTk(X, x) = 0 for aU k > 1

must have trivial shape. So in case the space YoiX has the shape of a point, the

dimension restrictions in Theorem 1.2 can be eliminated. The example described

in §3 shows that a pointed movable continuum (X, x) which is not metric may have

7rk(AT, *) = 0 for aU k > 1 with (X, x) not having the shape of a point. It seems

Ukely that the example in §3 will have further applications as weU.

The second theorem that we state is a shape version of the Hurewicz theorem

due to K. Kuperberg [19].

1.3. Theorem. Let (X, x) be a pointed movable metric continuum. Suppose

that n>2 and that ik(X,x) = Q for Kk<n-\. ThenHk(X) = 0for KK

n-l and tt„(X, x) is isomorphic to Hn(X).

In §4 we show that the metrizabiUty of (X, x) cannot be eliminated without

additional hypotheses. We also point out that a compact metric continuum described

in [12] shows that movabiUty is a necessary hypothesis even in the compact metric

case.

The next theorem is due to Overton [28].
V

1.4. Theorem. Let (X, A) be a movable compact metric pair. Then the Cech

homology sequence of(X, A) is exact.

Of course, the Cech homology sequence is not exact in general even for com-

pact metric pairs. In §5 we give an example of a movable compact Hausdorff pair

with the Cech homology sequence of (X, A) not exact. This answers a question

posed in [28].

The next theorem is due to Keesling [10]. We first need a definition.

1.5. Definition. Let 7/be an abeUan group. Then 7/is Hx-free provided

every countable subgroup of 7/is free abelian. If 7/is a torsion free abeUan group,

then 7/ is N,-free if and only if it has property L (see [8] or [10] for the defi-

nition of property L which is due to Pontryagin [28]).
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1.6. Theorem. Let (A, A) be a movable compact Hausdorff pair.   Then

H"iX, A)IToiH"iX, A) is K,-/ree for all n>0.
v

In [15] a more general result has been obtained which gives a Cech coho-

mological criterion for the movabiUty and n-movabiUty of an arbitrary topological

space.

The last theorem we mention is due to MardeSic. However, the proof of

Overton and Segal [29] is quite short.

1.7. Theorem. Let X be an n-dimensional LC"-1 peano continuum. Then

X is movable.

In [17] Kozlowski and Segal have shown that an LC"-1 paracompactum is

uniformly movable in the sense of [17]. (Uniform movability in the sense of

[17] implies movabiUty in the sense of Definition 1.1. Thus the result of [17]

impUes Theorem 1.7 for LC"-1 paracompacta.) Combining Theorems 1.6 and

1.7 we have that every n-dimensional LC"-1 peano continuum X has

Ffe(A)/TorFfc(A) a free abelian group for all k > 0. However, in [15] a stronger

result is shown. It is shown that if A* is any compact Hausdorff space which is

LC"-1, then F*(A) is finitely generated for 0 < k < n - 1. Also in [15] results

are obtained concerning the structure of the Cech cohomology of general para-

compact spaces X which are LC"-1. The results in [15] were used to give exam-

ples of movable compact metric continua X which cannot be shape equivalent to

any paracompact space Y which is LC2.

2. Preliminaries. In this section we introduce some necessary preliminary

results which wiU be used in the construction of the examples in §§3, 4, and 5.

We wül need results concerning the shape of compact connected abelian topolog-

ical groups obtained by the author in previous papers ([8], [9], [10], and [11]).
v

An additional result wiU be needed concerning the Cech homology of compact

connected abeUan topological groups which wiU be proved in this section. Several

results wiU be needed from the theory of abeUan groups ([4] and [5] ) which wiU

be included in this section also. The first result is in [8].

2.1. Theorem. Let A and B be compact connected abelian topological

groups.   Then if A and B are shape equivalent, then they are isomorphic as topo-

logical groups.

In particular, two such topological groups which are shape equivalent are

homeomorphic. It might seem that shape theory is trivial in the category of com-

pact connected abeUan topological groups because of Theorem 2.1. However,

Theorem 2.1 aUows us to translate shape invariant properties of spaces A which are

compact connected abelian topological groups into algebraic properties of their
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character groups, char A Since chai ,4 — H1 (A), this is equivalent to translating the

shape invariant property into an algebraic property ofH1(A). This aUows us to use

the theory of abelian groups to attack problems in shape theory. For example in

[8] the shape invariant property of movabiUty is translated into an algebraic prop-

erty of Hl(A) foiA a compact connected abeUan topological group. This is the

next theorem stated.

2.2. Theorem. Let A be a compact connected abelian topological group.

Then A is movable if and only ifHl(A) is Xx-free.

This is a partial converse to Theorem 1.6. Theorem 2.2 aUows us to construct

an arbitrary movable compact connected abeUan topological group A by taking an

arbitrary X, -free abeUan group H and letting A = char H. Then A is movable since

H^ charA ̂ H1(A).

The next theorem is due to K. Hofmann [6] and shows how to compute the

cohomology of a compact connected abeUan topological group A given H1 (A).

2.3. Theorem. Let A be a compact connected abelian topological group.

Then H*(A)^AHl(A) * A char A.

Here AG = {A„G} of an abeUan group G is the exterior algebra of G.  See

§6 of Chapter XVI of [20] for the elementary properties of the exterior algebra.

2.4. Theorem. Let A be a compact connected abelian topological group.

Then Hn(A) is naturally isomorphic to Horn (//"(d), Z).

Proof. Let Tk be a fc-dimensional torus. Then Hm(Tk) is isomorphic to

Zkcm aud ^us ¡s a finitely generated free abelian group for aU 0 < m < k and

is 0 for m > k + 1. By the Universal Coefficient Theorem for singular cohomol-

ogy [31, Theorem 3, p. 243] we have a functorial short exact sequence:

0-+ Ext(Hn_x(Tk),Z)-^-Hn(Tk)->Hom(7/„(Fk),Z) -*■ 0.

Since Hn_x(Tk) is a finitely generated free abeUan group, Ext(Hn_x(Tk), Z) = 0.

Thus there is a natural isomorphism between Hn(Tk) and Hom(Hn(Tk), Z).

Let H be a finitely generated free abelian group. We define the dual of H

to be H* = Horn (77, Z). Clearly H<*H* = Hom(//, Z), but not by a natural

isomorphism. However, if one defines h:H—*- H** by h(x)(g) = g(x) for x G H

and g EH* = Horn (H, Z), then clearly A is a natural isomorphism. Now h in-

duces the following natural isomorphism:

Hn(Tk) -* Hom(Hom(Hn(Tk), Z), Z).

However, we have already shown that H"(Tk) is naturally isomorphic to

Horn (Hn(Tk), Z). Thus we have a natural isomorphism from Hn(Tk) to

Hom(//"(F*), Z) and the theorem is true for tori.
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Now let A he an arbitrary compact connected abelian topological group.

Let A be the inverse limit of an inverse system of toû{Taa; -n^', a < ß E T}.

Then there are the foUowing natural isomorphisms:

HniA) ̂ Um{F„(7-^)} « Um{Hom(F"(7f a),Z)}

* HomOim{F"(r*a)}, Z) * Hom(F"(/l), Z).

This completes the proof of Theorem 2.4.   D

Theorem 2.3 and Theorem 2.4 aUow us to algebraically compute the Cech
v

cohomology and the Cech homology of a compact connected abeUan topological

group A from the character group of A.

2.5. Theorem. Let A be a compact connected abelian topological group.

Then there is a natural isomorphism HX(A) — ff,(/l). Also itn(A) = 0 for all

n>l.

Proof. Let T denote the circle group. Then by definition nx(A) =

Morsc(r, A) where Morsc(r, A) is given a natural group structure. By Theorem

1.2 of [8] the shape functor S restricted to Hom(T, A) is one-to-one onto

Mor5C(r, A). One can also verify that S : Horn(7/, A) —► Morsc(7; A) = vx(A)

is also a group homomorphism. Thus we have a natural isomorphism Uom(T, A)

— itx(A). On the other hand Hom(r, A) is naturally isomorphic to

Hom(char^, char T)

by the isomorphism which takes g G Horn(T, A) to its dual homomorphism g* G

Hom(chaM, char T). This gives us a natural isomorphism from HomfF1^), Z)

to nx(A). Applying Theorem 2.4 we get the required natural isomorphism from

HX(A) to lx(A).

For the last part of the theorem let A he the inverse limit of the inverse

system of toti{T*a; itap ; a < ß E T}. Then itn(A) is the inverse Umit of the in-

verse system {itn(Tkta); itaß*; a < ß E V}. However, itn(T*a) = 0 for all n > 2.

Thus itn(A) = 0 for aU n > 2.   D

We denote the exterior algebra of an abeUan group F by AF = {A„F}.

By definition AF = T(H)/D(H2) where T(H) is the tensor algebra of F

[20, p. 558] and D(H2) is the ideal generated by aU squares h2 in T(H) of ele-

ments h in H.  In particular, for each n, An(F) is a quotient of the group

T„(H) = H ® ••• ® F.  Clearly if Hom(F, Z) = 0, then Hom«gl?=, F, Z) = 0

also. Thus Hom(A„F, Z) = 0 as weU. Summarizing we have the following prop-

osition.

2.6. Proposition. IfH is an abelian group with Hom(F, Z) = 0, r/ien

Hom(A„F, Z) = 0foralln>l.
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In §5 we will need the foUowing result which is due to E. C. Zeeman [5,

Corollary 94.6, p. 162].

2.7. Theorem. Suppose that Y is a nonmeasurable set.  Then there are

natural isomorphisms:

Horn ( ©  Z,z)^Y\  Z   and   Homfll Z, zV 0 Z.
\aer       /    tter Vaer       /    oer

It is the latter natural isomorphism which is surprising and wiU be used in

§5. The proof of Theorem 2.7 uses the concept of slendemess of an abeUan

group due to J. -Los [5, p. 159] and the fact that the group of integers is slender

[5, Proposition 94.2, p. 159].

Lastly we will need the fact that there exist N,-free abeUan groups H such

that Hom(//, Z) = 0. A description of such an example can be found in [5, Ex-

ercise 13, p. 163].

2.8. Theorem. There exist nontrivial Hx-free abelian groups H such that

Hom(//, Z) = 0.

3.   The Whitehead Theorem. Let A be a compact connected abelian topo-

logical group. Then we first want to observe that A is movable if and only if

(A, 0) is movable as a pointed compactum. This can be seen by modifying the

proof of Theorem 2.5 of [8] using Theorem 1.2 of [8]. We leave this to the

reader. In this section we describe a compact connected abelian topological group

A such that A is movable with Hn(A) = 0 for aU « > 1 and it „(A) = 0 for aU

« > 1, but with A not shape equivalent to a point. If one lets /: {p} —► A be
v

defined by f(p) = 0, then / induces an isomorphism on aU Cech homology groups

and all shape groups, but is not a shape equivalence. In the example A is not

metrizable. According to [18] a movable metrizable pointed continuum (X, x)

with TTn(X, x) = 0 for all « > 1 must have trivial shape.

3.1. Theorem. There is a movable compact connected abelian topological

group A such that TTn(A) = Hn(A) = 0foralln> 1, but with A not having the

shape of a point.

Proof. Let 7/ be a nontrivial fr^-free abelian group such that Hom(7/, Z)

= 0. Such a group 7/ exists by Theorem 2.8. Let A = char H.  Then A is a

compact connected abelian topological group. By Theorem 2.1, A is movable

since Hl(A) st char .4 ^7/ is «,-free. By Theorem 2.4, Hn(A) » Eom(Hn(A),Z).

By Proposition 2.6 together with Theorem 2.3, Hn(A) =* Hom(AnH1(A), Z) =*

Hom(A„//, Z) = 0 for all « > 1.  By Theorem 2.5, nn(A) = 0 for aU n > 1.

Now A does not have the shape of a point since HX(A) 2:7/ is nontrivial. This

proves the theorem.    D

In [18] Kozlowski and Segal point out that the compact connected abeUan
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topological group described in Theorem 3.1 (which was first mentioned by the

author in [14]) is an example of a movable continuum which is not uniformly

movable.

4. The Hurewicz theorem. In [19] K. Kuperberg showed that if (A, x) is

a pointed movable metric continuum with 7rfc(A", x) = 0 for 1 < k < n - 1 with

n > 2, then Ffc(A) = 0 for 1 < k < n - 1 and 7r„(A*, x) is isomorphic to Hn(X).

In this section we show that this may be false if A* is not metric.

Before we present the main result of this section we present an example

described in [12] which shows that movabiUty cannot be eliminated in Theorem

1.3 without additional hypotheses even for metric continua. The foUowing was

proved in [12].

4.1. Theorem. Let (Z, z) be a pointed metric continuum.  Then there is

a metric continuum X with a, b EX such that, for all n> 1, itniX, a) —

l„(Z, z) and nn(X, b) = 0.

The example which proves Theorem 4.1 is described in [12] as the wedge

of the dyadic solenoid 22 ^ the space Z. The point a is the wedge point and

b is a point in 22 not in the same arc component as a. This is the basis of our

next example.

4.2. Example. Let (Z, z) he a pointed connected finite polyhedron with

7rk(Z, z) = 0 for 1 < k < n - 1 and 7r„(Z, z) ¥= 0 where n > 2 is any integer.

Now whatever the choice of base point Hk(Z V E2) -#*(£) © Hk^i) -HA1)

which wül be zero for 1 < k < n - 1 and nonzero for k = n.  Now for the base

point a described above, 7rk(Z V 22, a) » vk(Z, z) -Hk(Z) = Hk(Z V S2) and

there is no contradiction to the Hurewicz theorem. However, for the base point

b described above, -nk(Z V S2, b) = 0 for aU k.  Thus for k = n, nn(Z V 22, b)

# Hn(Z V S2). Of course, the example here is not movable.

In the remainder of this section we describe two movable pointed continua

(Xn, xn) and (Yn, yn) such that ir^, x„) = ik(Yn, y„) = 0 for 1 < * < n - 1

and HkiXn) = HkiY„) = 0 for 1 < k < n - 1. However, either F„(A"„) f

1lkiXn, xn) or Hn(Yn) $■ itniYn, yn). Thus either Xn or Yn is a counterexample

to the nonmetric version of Theorem 1.3.

4.3. Theorem. Let n > 2 be given. There is a nonmetric movable pointed

continuum iZn, zn) such that for Kk<n -1, HkiZn) =■ £*(£„, zn) - 0 and

ln(Zn(Zn,zn))^HniZn).

Proof. Let n > 2 be given. We wiU describe two pointed movable con-

tinua iXn, xn) and (Yn, yn) and then show that at least one of them satisfies the

conditions of Theorem 4.3. We cannot at this time be certain which of the two

examples is in fact the counterexample we seek, but at least one of them is a
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counterexample. Both Xn and Yn are homeomorphic, but the choice of base

points in each is different. We now describe (Xn, xn) and (Yn, yn).

Let H be a nontrivial N,-free abelian group with Hom(//, Z) = 0. Let A =

char//.  Then as in the previous section A is movable and nk(A) = 0 for aU

k > 1 and Hk(A) = 0 for aU k > 1. Now let /: A -* A be defined by f(x) =

2x.  Then / is a continuous homomorphism. Note that the dual homomorphism

/* : char ,4 —♦ char A is also defined by f*(x) = 2x.  Since char .4 —His Nj-free

and thus torsion free,/* must be one-to-one. Thus/must be onto by duaUty.

We now claim that / is not one-to-one.

Claim 1. f:A —>A is not one-to-one.

Proof of Claim 1. We wiU show this by showing /* is not onto. Now

/*: 7/ —► 7/ is defined by f*(x) = 2x.  Iff* were onto, then letting x # 0 in H

we would have that for every w, there is ay EH such that 2ny = x.  Since 7/ is

torsion free, these roots are unique. Thus we get a copy of the group Q^ =

{wi/2" :m, n EZ} contained in H.  However, Q*2* is a countable subgroup of H

which is not free, contradicting the fact that H is X, -free. Thus/* cannot be

onto and / cannot be one-to-one.

Since / is not one-to-one, ker/ =£ 0. Let y E A be such that y =£ 0 with

2y = 0. Now let Xn = A V S" = Yn where the wedge point is 0 G A.  Let the

base point xn in Xn be the wedge point and let the base point yn E Yn be y„ =y.

Claim 2. (Xn, xn) is movable as a pointed continuum.

Proof of Claim 2. Whenever one takes the wedge of two pointed mov-

able continua where the wedge points are the base points and the base point of

the wedge is the wedge point, then the resultant pointed continuum is movable.

This is routine and we leave the detaUs to the reader. However, if the base point

chosen is not the wedge point as in the case of (Yn, yn), then the movabiUty is

more difficult.

Claim 3. (Yn, yn) is movable as a pointed continuum.

Before we prove Claim 3 we wiU need the following technical lemma which

we state as Claim 4.

Claim 4. Let F be a compact connected abeUan topological group. If B

is movable, then there is an inverse system of tori {T£a;naß; ct<ßEY} with

continuous onto homomorphisms as bonding maps having B as inverse Umit such

that whenever ß > a there is a continuous homomorphism r"? : T^a —► F^ such

that TTaß o r«ß is the identity on f¡*. Furthermore, ïp » F£a x Tm with the

*<*/?: Tßß ~~" Taa equivalent to the projection map of T^a x Tm onto T%*.

Proof of Claim 4. The proof uses Pontryagin duaUty. Let 7/ = charF.

Then 7/ is Xj-free since F is movable by Theorem 1.6. A pure subgroup G of H

is one such that H/G is torsion free. RecaU that H is Kj-free if and only if
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every finitely generated subgroup G is contained in a finitely generated pure sub-

group of H.  As is well known, H is the direct limit of its finitely generated sub-

groups directed by inclusion. Thus F is also the direct limit of its finitely gener-

ated pure subgroups since it is N,-free and the finitely generated pure subgroups

of F are cofinal in the direct system of all finitely generated subgroups. Let

{Ga; eaß\ a</3 G T} be the directed system of aU finitely generated pure sub-

groups of H.  Then let 7^a ■ char Ga and tta& = e*0 be the dual homomorphism

for a < ß. By duahty and the fact that H is the direct limit of {Ga}, we have

that B is the inverse Umit of the inverse system {T^a; ita*\ a < ß E T}. We now

show that this inverse system has the properties required in Claim 4. The bond-

ing maps are onto homomorphisms since the ea»'s are one-to-one. Now let ß > a.

Then since Ga is a pure subgroup of H, it is also a pure subgroup of GßD Ga.

Thus Gß/Ga is torsion free. Since Gß/Ga is finitely generated, G&/Ga is a finitely

generated torsion free abeUan group and thus isomorphic to some Zm. This im-

plies that Gß—Zm ®Ga. Thus there is a homomorphism g:G&—*-Ga such

that g ° eaß = 1G . Let r0^ = g* be the dual homomorphism. Then îra(J o raß

is the identity on T^a. Note that the kernel of g* wiU be isomorphic to charZm

= Tm and that T¡¡" wiU be isomorphic to T^a x Tm with vaß equivalent to the

projection onto T^".

Proof of Claim 3. Let {T£a; ita&; a < ß E T} be an inverse system'of

tori having the group A as inverse limit such that {7^°} has the properties given

in Claim 4. Let ya E T%a be the image of y E A under the projection maps

Tta: A —» Tla making A the inverse Umit. Let Za = T^" V 5" for aU a where

the wedge point is the identity element 0a G 7^a. Now for aU a in a cofinal

Iv C r, irjy) =ya^ "^(O) = 0a since y ¥> 0. Assume therefore that the in-

verse system has the property that ya i= 0a for aU a E T by replacing T by r'.

Now let fae :Zß—>Za be defined by /a/3 = Ttaß V 1 „. Then the inverse system

{Za\faß\ a < ß E T} has A V Sn as its inverse Umit. Also {(Za, ya); faß;

a < ß E T} has (Yn, yn) as its inverse Umit. Let ß > a in T. We now show that

there is a map r"ß : (Za, ya) -* (Zß, yß) such that faß o raß : (Za, ya) -*■

(Za, ya) is the identity. This wül clearly imply that the system {(Za, ya)} is

movable and thus that (Yn, yn) is movable as asserted. We wül show the exis-

tence of raß in Claim 5.

Claim 5. Let ß > a E r. Then there is a map ra" : (Za, ya) —• iZß, yß)

such that fttß°rttß=l(Zoiiyay

Proof of Claim 5. Let g : T%a —*■ T¡jP he the continuous homomorphism

given by Claim 4 such that itaß ° g is the identity on T£a and with the image

giT%a) of g in Tßt a factor of T^. Let the map h :Za —* Zß he defined by

h=g\l \sn. Then fa& °h is the identity on Za. However, h is not a map from
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(Za, ya) —* (Zß,yß) since h may not take ya toy0. We need to modify h to

get the map r01*3 which is required. From Claim 4, F^ — T^a x Tm with the

map 7T equivalent to the projection map onto T£tt. Also g : F£a —► Tß& is equiv-

alent to the map taking T%a isomorphicaUy onto F£« x {0} C T£a x Tm. Then

yß wiU correspond to some (ya, b) for some bETm. Using the fact that Tm is

a manifold one can get a homotopy pt:Tm —*• Tm for 0 < t < 1 such that pQ

is the identity on Tm and p^O) = b. Now let f7be an open set in T£a contain-

ing vtt such that 0a £ U and let ? : r£a —*■ [0, 1] be a Urysohn function with

q(ya) = 1 and q I T^ - U= 0, Then let g : F,?" -*• F£« x Tm = F^ be de-

fined by g'(x) = (x, pq,x) o jt2 o g(x)) where 7f2 : T£tt x Fm —► Tm is the pro-

jection. Then #'(0) = 0 and £'(>c<) = >> T*1011 ^ =g>SJ l$n wiU be well de-

fined and raP(ya) = v^ with/ajJ "^ = l,z  y j as asserted. The map rai is

simply a "twisting" of the map h described above so that f^ takes va to yß.

We now resume the proof of Theorem 4.3. We now know that both

(Xn, xn) and (Yn, yn) are movable as pointed continua. It is also clear that

Hk(Xn) = Hk(Yn) = Hk(Sn) for aU k > 0. Thus Hk(Xn) = Hk(Yn) = 0 for 1 <

* < n - 1 and //„(*„) = Hn(Yn) = Z.

Claim 6. w fc(ATw, *„) = ^(F,,, v„) = 0 for 1 < k < n - 1.

Proof of Claim 6. Let A be the inverse limit of the inverse system of

tori {F««; 7rap ; a < ß E Y} and let Za = TlaV S" and the inverse system

{Za;faß ; a < ß E r} be defined as in the proof of Claim 5. Let Jta G Za and

ya E Za be such that (Xn, xn) and (Yn, yn) axe the inverse limits of the inverse

systems {(Za, xa)} and {(Za, ya)}, respectively. Then the inclusion maps ea :

r«a —► Za = Tla V S" induce isomorphisms of the homotopy groups of T£a

onto those of Za for 1 < k < n - 1 so that for aU ß > a the foUowing diagram

commutes for 1 < k < n - 1.
f — >s<

"■«/J* •4p-

**(??. «„) —-i" »»(S,«,)

Here aa = xa or aa = 7a, respectively. Thus for 1 < k < n - 1 the inverse sys-

tem of groups {iTk(T£a, aa)} is equivalent to the inverse system {irk(Za, aa)}.

The first system has itk(A, aa) as its limit and the second has irk(Xn, xn) or

nk(Yn,yn) as Umit depending on whether aa = xa or aa = ya. RecaU that

A = char// where H is «,-free and Horn (H, Z) = 0. Thus by the proof of

Theorem 3.1, 7[fc04, aa) = 0 for aU k > 1. Thus, irk(Xn, xn) « ffkOV ^„) =

Ofor 1 <ifc<n-l.
Resuming the proof of Theorem 4.3, aU that remains to be shown is that

either nn(Xn, xn) =£ Z or itn(Yn, yn) ¥= Z. This wiU imply that one of these
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spaces is the (Zn, zn) which wül satisfy the conclusion of Theorem 4.3. This is

the most difficult part of the proof and wül be given as Claim 7.

Claim 7. Either Tr„(A"rt, xn) * Z or itn(Yn, yn) # Z.

Proof of Claim 7. The proof wül be by contradiction. Suppose that

it„(Xn, xn) = Jtn(Yn, yn) = Z.  Now let A be the inverse limit of the system of

tori {7^tt; ita0; a < ß G T} and (Xn, xn) and (Yn, yn) be the inverse limit of

the inverse system {(Za, aa); /ajJ ; a < ß E T} for aa = xa and aa = ya, respec-

tively, where Za = T^a V 5". This is as in the proof of Claim 6. Then the

groups itn(Xn, xn) and itn(Yn, yn) are the inverse Umits of the inverse systems

{7T„(Za, aa); faß*; a < ß E T} for aa = xa and aa = ya, respectively. Thus each

of these inverse systems have the integers Z as their inverse Umit since we are

assuming it„(Xn, xn) = it„(Yn, yn) = Z.  Now if (Za, 2^) is the universal cover-

ing space of (Za, aa), then Za is homeomorphic to F"a with an 5" attached at

each of the points Z"a C F"a. We let the base points aa he 0 G F"" for aa =

xa and for a"a = ya let a'a=ya€ F" be any point such that Ta(ya) = ya where

Ta : R"a —► T£a is the covering map. Also let ra denote the covering map from

Za to Za. Note that 2ya E Zn« since 2ya = 0. Now since n > 2, ra* :

it„(Za, fl^) —► f„(Zû,, aa) is an isomorphism. Also for ß > ex, there are maps

faß : (Zß, Tiß) —► (Za, 2^) such that the foUowing diagram commutes.

*** J cxß      ***
(Za,aa)<— (Zß,aß)

faß

rß

(Za, aa) <— iZß, aß)

Thus for ß > a, we have the foUowing:

's' * Clß* '**'

ff»(Za, aa) <-rtJZß, aß)

f
«ÁZ* "a) *-2— *n(Zß> aß)

Thus the systems {itniZa, aa)} and {7r„(Za, aa)} are equivalent for aa = xa and

aa= ya. Thus the integers Z must also be the inverse limit of the systems

{7r„(Za, fl^)} for a"a =xa and aa=ya. Let us now consider the inverse system

of groups for S"a = xa. Now the group Fa = Tr„(Za, xa) is clearly isomorphic

to ©,", Z, the free abeUan group with countably many generators. Each Sn at-

tached in Za serves as one of the free generators for Ha. Consider the 5" at-

tached at xa = 0 G R"a. Then for each a E T there is induced a one-to-one

homomorphism ha : tt„(S", *) —* Ha such that for all ß > a, we have:
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* uu

Ha = *n(Za> xa) «- ir„(Zß, Xß) = Hß

TTn(S", •)

Thus there is a unique induced homomorphism h from TTn(S", *) into Z as the

inverse Umit of {Ha}. The homomorphism h is one-to-one since each hu is one-

to-one. Suppose that h(irn(Sn, *)) # Z.  Let c be an element in the inverse

Umit of the 7/a's with c not in the image of h.  Let ca E Ha be the projection

of c into each Ha. Let m G Z"a and let hm be the generator in Ha correspond-

ing to the Sn attached at the point m E FV Then let {na(m)} be the coeffi-

cients of ca so that ca = 2 na(m)hm. If for each a E Y, na(m) = 0 for aU

m¥=0, then na(0) = «^ÍO) for aU a and ß in Y. However, this clearly impUes

that c is in the image of«, a contradiction. Thus we conclude that there must

be an a G T such that na(m) =£ 0 for some m =# 0. However, for this a, the pro-

jection of the inverse limit group Z into Ha contains the group generated by

na^Á^"' *)) u iccJ- Since ca ls linearly independent of the group «a(ir„(S", *)),

this impUes that the projection of Z into Ha has rank greater than or equal to 2

which is not possible. This contradiction shows that the homomorphism h must

be onto. We thus consider Z = vn(Sn, *) as the inverse limit of {ir„(Za, xa);

faß*\ a < ß E Y} with the «a's the projection maps making Z = irn(S", *) the

inverse Umit.

On the other hand, Z is also the inverse limit of the inverse system of

groups {ir„(Za, ya); /a(3» ; a<ßEY}. Let the projection homomorphisms be

denoted by pa:Z —*■ TTn(Za, 5^,). Earlier we defined the map /: A —* A by

f(x) = 2x.  Letg:(Yn, yn) — (X„, x„) be defined byg(x) = f(x) foixEAC

Yn = A V 5" and g(x) = x for jc G S" C Yn. Then g is weU defined since

/(0) = 0. Also g(y) = 0 since 2y = 0 and thus g(y„) = xnandg is base point

preserving. Clearly g is continuous. We define ga : (Za, ytt) —► (Za, xa) by

ga(x) = 2x for * G F«« and ̂ tt(*) = * for x E S". Then for aU ß > a, the fol-

lowing diagram commutes.

SXn,yn)

V«,y«)*—0ß.y$'

ga S3

(Za,xa)^—(Zß,xß)

Wn>*n)
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The ga's also induce maps ga : (Za, ya)

foUowing diagram commutes.

fa

(Za, xa) so that for aU ß > a, the

(Za,ya) ^-(Zß.,yß)

So gß

(Za,xa)<-   (Ze,x&)

Thus for aU ß > a we have:

"n^c- £*) *-ffn(Z/? > ̂) *Pß

*<*• **•

ffn(Za- *a)£^»n(Z0. ^A,

Thus there is a unique homomorphism (¡>:Z —► Z making the above diagram

commute for aU a, ß E r. Now we will show that (1) ¿Ta« is one-to-one for aU

a G T, and (2) ga» o pa = 0 for aU a E r. These wiU be proved as Claim 8 and

Claim 9. We wül now show how (1) and (2) complete the proof of Claim 7. If

(1) and (2) hold, then (¡> must be one-to-one since ga» is one-to-one for aU a by

(1). But by (2), $ would have to be the zero homomorphism, a contradiction.

This contradiction shows that either n„(X„, xn) # Z or n„(Y„, yn) ¥* Z and

Claim 7 is proved. Claim 7 completes the proof of Theorem 4.3. Thus our

proof wül be finished once we have shown Claim 8 and Claim 9.

Claim 8. f„» is one-to-one for aU o G T.

Proof of Claim 8. Note that ga : (Za, ya) —*■ (Za, xa) can be described

as an imbedding. The mapping g*a takes ya to xa and ga I F"a is a translation

ofya to xa = 0 foUowed by the map 2x:R"a —*■ R"a. The points at which

the S"'s are attached in (Za, ya) will be taken into the integer points under ga

since 2ya E Z"<* C R"". Then ga wiU be the identity on the respective S"'s.

Now g^* wiU be one-to-one from 7r„(Za, ya) into jr„(Za, xa) since it wül be one-

to-one from the free generators of itn(Za, ya) into the free generators of

ffn(2«> *<*)•

Claim 9. ga* ° pa = 0 for aU a E r.

Proof of Claim 9.  According to the proof of Claim 8, "ga is an imbed-

ding of (Za,ya) into (Za, xa) and ga* takes the free generators ofjr„(Za, ya)

corresponding to the attached S"'s into the free generators of ir„(Za, xa) corre-
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sponding to the attached 5"'s in (Za, xa). Since g~a(ya) = xa and no S" is at-

tached at ya, no 5" in (zL, ya) maps onto the S" attached at xa = 0 G R"a C

Za in (Za, xa). By the proof of Claim 7 this implies that ga*(TTn(Za, ya)) n

imha = {0} in 7r„(Za, xa). Now ga*°Pa = ha and thus £a. «> pa = 0 as as-

serted.

The proof of Theorem 4.3 is now complete.   D

V

5. Exactness of Cech homology. In this section we use Theorem 2.7 to

give an example of a nonmetric movable compact Hausdorff pair (A", A) such
v

that the Cech homology sequence of the pair is not exact. This answers a ques-

tion posed in [28]. The example shows that the movability of the pair (X, A)

in Theorem 1.4 cannot be eliminated if one uses the MardeSic and Segal defini-

tion of movability in Definition 1.1.

5.1.  Example.   Let A = charll," XZ.  Then A is a compact connected

abelian topological group such that Hl(A) — lÇ-x Z.  Now IL°Lj Z is «,-free

and thus by Theorem 2.2, A is movable. By Theorem 2.7, HomfTI^j Z, Z)m

0,"t Zand thus by Theorem 2.4,HX (A) =*©£, Z.  Now \etf:A -* A be de-

fined by f(x) = 2x and let AT = Mj be the mapping cylinder of/  Let the subset

F of X be the top of the mapping cylinder

S*—-B = A

\ /*/-*

A
Then F is homeomorphic to A and X is homotopy equivalent to A.  We claim

v

that (A", B) is a movable pair and that the Cech homology sequence of (X, B) is

not exact. Let {T^a; 7Ta(J; a < ß E Y} be an inverse system of tori with onto

continuous homomorphisms as bonding maps having A as inverse limit. Let

fa '• Taa ~* Taa be defined by fa(x) = 2x and let Xa be the mapping cylinder

of fa. Let Ba be the top of the mapping cylinder so that Ba is homeomorphic

to T^a and Xa is homotopy equivalent to T^a. Now for aU ß > a the foUowing

diagram commutes.
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Define gaß :Mß—*Ma so that gaß is equal to faß on the top and bottom of the

mapping cylinder and at every intermediate level. Then gaß(Bß) = Ba and by the

above commutative diagram gaß is continuous and (X, B) is the inverse Umit of

the inverse system {(Xa, Ba);gaß;a<ßET}.

Claim 1. The system {(Xa, Ba);gaß; a < ß E T} is a movable inverse

system.

Proof of Claim 1. Let a G T and let ß > a be the index given by the

movability of A.  Then let y > ß be arbitrary and r"7 : Tßß —* Tyy be the map

given by the movabüity of the system {raa}. We may take rßy to be a continu-

ous homomorphism and itaß = nay ° r"7. In that case, for every y>ßwe have

the following commutative diagram.

T»ß J—» Tny

fy

If we define sßy :Xß—*-Xy by letting sßy = rßy at every level of the mapping

cyUnder, then the above commutative diagram implies that sßy is continuous.

Since sßy(Bß) C By, sßy : (Xß, Bß) -* (Xy, By). Clearly for y > ß, gaß =

gay ° /7, and{(Xa, Fa)} is a movable system.

Now consider the Cech homology sequence:

->HniX)-+HniX,B)-*Hn_tiB)-+--
We wiU show that

F,(A)-*F,(A-,F)->F0(F)

is not exact. Note that F,(A) » HxiA) and thus F,(A) » 0£, Z.  Also H0iB)

— Z.  Thus F,(A) and H0iB) aie both countable groups. If the above sequence

were exact, then HxiX, B) would also be countable. However, we claim that

HxiX, B) — ©xeAZ2 where card A = 2C where c is the cardinality of the real

numbers. Thus the sequence cannot be exact. We wül show F,(A, F) —

®\ga Z2 m tUe next two claims and the example wül be complete.

Claim 2. F,(A", B) ̂  Hom(IL~, Z, Z2).

Proof of Claim 2. Let ea : T^a —* Ba he the natural homeomorphism

and e2 : Taa -^Mf = Xa be the imbedding onto the bottom of the mapping

cyUnder

X«=Mfa
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Then the diagram commutes up to homotopy

fa
Tna
■'a

Ä. "/*'*•

Now /* : char F«a -* char T^a is defined by 2x.  Thus f* : Hl(TZ«) -»■ HX(TZ«)

is also defined by 2x since char T^a is naturaUy isomorphic to Hl(T^a). By

Theorem 2.4, Hx(T^a) is naturaUy isomorphic to Hom(7/1(F^01), Z) and thus

fa* :Hx(Ta"x) —*■ Hx(T^a) is also defined by 2x  Thus we have the exact se-

quence:

0-*Hx(Ba)^ Hx(Xa)-+Hx(Xa, Ba)± HQ(Ba)^H0(Xa).

This sequence gives us the diagram:

0 — 7/,(F¿°) -£ H.ÇrZ«) -* Hx(Tla)l2Hx(T^) — 0

e1. =- e2. -*

0 -+ Hx(Ba) -► Hx(Xa)-► Hx(Xa, Ba)
■+0

which is natural. Now let t : Hom(/7, Z) —* Hom(//, Z2) be defined for any

abelian group H by t(«) =g°h where £:Z —* Z2 is the modulo 2 homomor-

phism. Then for 7/ a torsion free finitely generated abelian group (sic), there is

an exact sequence:

00 -► Horn (H, Z) 2U Horn (//, Z) ■£» Horn (//, Z2)

which is natural in H.  Combining the last two diagrams together with Theorem

2.4 we have the foUowing diagram:

0 -* Homi//1^«), Z) — Hom(H1(T^), Z) ¿+ Hom(Hl(T^), Z2) — 0

■#i(*«V
■* Hx(Xa)

■\
Hl(%a> Ba)

■+0

The first two isomorphisms are natural and the exact sequences are natural. Thus

the last isomorphism is also natural. This implies that ÜmíHomíT/HF^01), Z2)}

is isomorphic to hm{Hx(Xa, Ba)} = HX(X, B). However" Um{Hom(//1(7£a), Z2)}

is isomorphic to HomOimi.//1^01)}, Z2). Thus

Hom(7/1(/l), Z2)^HX(X, B).

SinceHl(A)^ Tl°/Lx Z, HX(X, B) =* HomiTL", Z, Z2) as asserted.
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Claim 3. F,(A", B) ̂  0xeA Z2 where card A = 2°.

Proof of Claim 3. By Claim 2, HxiX, B) * Hornfll," , Z, Z2). Let

h : IL", Z —> IL~, Z2 be defined by «(x,) = (x, mod 2). Then for any homo-

morphism g : njl, Z—*Z2 there is a unique homomorphism £ : flJLi Z2 —*■ Z2

such that the diagram commutes.

oo U        oo

nz->n^2/=i    /=i

•\/»

The correspondence # —>g is an isomorphism from Horn (11^,, Z, Z2) onto

Homfll^., Z2, Z2). Now IIJLi Z2 is a vector space over Z2 with Hamel dimen-

sion c.  Thus Iljlj Z2 is isomorphic to 0geA Z2 where card A = c.  Thus

Hom(njl, Z2, Z2) — Hom(06eAZ2, Z2) is isomorphic to 0\eA^2 where

card A = 2C. Thus Horn (11^, Z, Z2) is also isomorphic to 0^eA^2 ^ asserted.

This completes the proof that the example has the desired properties.
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